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What does it do? 
Have you ever done a pcb that has a circuit repeated several times?   Maybe you don't mind spending 
the time to do a nice tight layout for one copy, but you can't stomach having to do the same layout work 
for each instance. 

Maybe you can live with auto-routing, but still you have to place each footprint and you'd like the 
placement (and routing) of each instance to be identical.   

If you DO bother to carefully place and route each instance, an added or changed footprint could result 
in you having to do all that work over again. 

Wouldn't it be nice if you could have a separate schematic sheet containing the circuit to be replicated, 
and layout it out only once?   Then, make copies of the sheet in the EeScehma and have the 
corresponding layout ready for placement in pcbNew?   Make any changes to a single schematic sheet 
and it's layout and have the changes show up in each copy?  

And, add components or change tracks in only one instance of the replicated layout and have it 
propagate to all instances? 

A KiCad plug-in called replicate_layout  does all that!   

Here's the step by step process for installing (Windows 10) and using the replicate_layout plugin. 



Installing the plugin 
The plug-in lives here: 

https://github.com/MitjaNemec/Kicad_action_plugins 

If you click on the green "Clone or download" button, you'll see a URL that can be use with Git, SVN.  Or, 
you can just download the zip file. 

The folder that you download will be Kicad_actions_plugins-master.  It has code for several plug-ins as 
indicated on the github webpage.  The top level folder in the download will be  

"Kicad_action_plugins-master"  

There are several folders for each of several different plugins in the top level folder.   The installation 
process  consists of simply copying the folders for the plugins you want to use to the correct location.  
On Windows 10, that is: 

c:\Users\{yourusername}\AppData\Roaming\kicad\scripting\plugins 

The folder did not exist on my machine, so I first had to create it, and then copy the replicate_layout 
folder from the download into the newly created plugins folder. 

If the plugin is correctly installed, it will show up in pcbNew under Tools->External Plugins.  I read that 
earlier versions of pcbNew (I used  (5.1.5)-3, release build required some other steps to enable use of 
plugins, so if "External Plugins" or the replicate_layout plugin doesn't show up under Tools in pcbNew, 
and you have an older version of pcbNew, you might want to research that. 

Using the plugin 

Create a hierarchical sheet 
The circuit to be replicated needs to be on hierarchical sheet that is referenced by a parent sheet.   You 
just click on the “Create hierarchical sheet” button in Eeschema to create the sheet: 

https://github.com/MitjaNemec/Kicad_action_plugins


 

Then click where you want to define the upper right corner of the new sheet symbol.  Move the cursor 
to define the lower right corner, and then click again. 

A dialog will pop up for entering the sheet name and schematic name.  Choose a file system friendly file 
name (no spaces) like Leg.sch.  Use any name you want for this instance of the sub-circuit (like Leg 1). 

You can continue creating hierarchical sheets this way,  but make sure they all reference the same 
schematic file.  

The circuit doesn’t have to be complete or even wired prior to doing a replication—you just need at 
least hierarchical sheet with  one symbol and a corresponding footprint.  You can add stuff to the sheet 
later, after the first replication, and do another replication with just a few mouse clicks.  

If you double-click on the sub-sheet symbol,  you’ll be presented with a clean new sheet to use for your 
“sub-circuit” that can be replicated.  Double click on the sheet to design the sub-circuit you want 
replicated.   You can return to the parent sheet with a right-mouse click, then “Leave Sheet”. 



Create instances of the sub-circuit sheet 
Make N copies of the hierarchical sheet on the parent sheet using “Duplicate Block”.  There may be 
other ways to select the sheet to duplicate, but I used an area selection around the sheet, then right 
mouse clicked to get the “Duplicate Block” option. 

You need an instance of the hierarchical block for each copy of the sub-circuit.  Each instance must use 
the same .sch file (they will if you used the block copy to create them).  The sheet names can be 
whatever you want, but it probably makes sense to use the same name except for inclusion of an 
instance number like “Leg 1”, “Leg 2”, “Leg 3”, etc. 

Assign footprints to symbols and layout one sub-circuit instance in pcbNew 
There’s nothing different compared versus doing the work for a “flat” schematic.  Footprints for each 
instance of the hierarchical sheets will available for placement. 

Place the “anchor” fooprint 
The process of replicating a layout requires two things—what to replicate, and where each replica 
should be placed. 

The replicate_layout plugin figures out the sheet to be replicated based on the currently selected 
component when the plug-in is started.   The sheet that has the instance of the selected footprint will be 
the source of the replicas.  We’ll name the footprint instance the “anchor footprint” and the sheet 
instance that contains the anchor foot print the “source instance sheet”. 

So, check the reference designator against what’s in the hierarchical sheet to identify a footprint from 
the sheet you want to be the source of the replicas—the anchor footprint.  You’ll need to place this 
footprint for each replicated instance. 

It really doesn’t matter which sheet you choose to be the source instance sheet, except you might want 
to keep them ordered logically, like “Leg 1” on the left, right of that “Leg 2”, etc.   So, for example, find 
the reference designator for a footprint instanced in the “Leg 1” sheet and place it where you want it on 
the pcb. 

Place one footprint in each instance of the sheet layout 
So, we have a mechanism for telling the plugin what sheet to use for the source of the replication—it’s 
the sheet containing the selected anchor footprint, aka the source instance sheet.  Now a definition of 
where to put each replicated instance is needed. 

I’ve seen implementations in other tools where a dx, dy is provided as an input and code then spaces 
each replica equally based on that input.  But, the replicate_layout plugin is much more flexible!  

Replicas need not be equally spaced and replicas can even be rotated differently in each instance. 

The placement of each replica is based on the placement of the corresponding instances of the anchor 
footprint.  For example, if your hierarchical schematic included a 1 Meg resistor symbol, you could 



decide to use it as an anchor symbol.  Then, place a copy of that resistor for each instance .  The 
replicate_layout plugin will place everything else in each instance layout, including rotation orientation! 

Running the plugin 
1. Insure an instance from each sheet instance of the footprint corresponding to the anchor 

footprint is placed. 
2. Select one of the placed footprints to be the anchor footprint. 
3. Click Tools->External Plugins->Replicate layout 
4. In the “Hierarchy level” box, click on the name of the schematic file for the layout to be 

replicated.   
5. A list of all target sheet instances that reference the selected schematic file is presented in the 

bottom dialog. The sheet instance containing the anchor footprint is NOT in the list, since it will 
be the source of the replication. 
 

 
 

 

 



Note that you can choose NOT to replicate tracks, zones, etc.  I chose to first place all the 
components in one instance, but not route the instance until after doing the replication.  So, 
there were no tracks to replicate the first time I did it.  Later, I routed the one instance and 
replicated everything to the target instances. 
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